
Robert Smith 
Cracker Barrel

PERSONAL STATEMENT

To improve myself my skills by learning all I can with any position I may 
take with me to another level. To applying those skills or help the company I
am with and improve their success, Ensuring all customers are provided 
gracious, quick and efficient service through setting expectations and 
modeling behaviors.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Cracker Barrel
Cracker Barrel Store -   March 2016 – 2022 

Responsibilities:

 Suggested things to sell, we have focus items we need to sell and meet 
goals for our conversion.

 Keep tracked of the focus items I sell and the add ons I encourage the 
guest to buy every hour.

 Served guest, making sure there experience was the best, and making 
sure tables were clean properly for others.

 Organized inventory Keeping accurate inventory on merchandise.
 Restocked inventory and ordering.
 Practiced great customer service CNA.
 Ensured full understanding of all products and have a continued 

awareness of the most current information available.

Cracker Barrel
Delta Corporation -   2013 – 2016 

Responsibilities:

 Host/hostess Greeting guest Skills Used Customer service 
Communication Responsibility.

 Wait on customers Bus tables Prepare food Other duties assigned 
Accomplishments Learned great customer service skills.

 Used Customer service Multi-tasking Organization Time Management.
 Am a retail cashier for the store inside the restaurant.
 My job requires me to check out guests from the restaurant and inside 

the store.
 While doing these tasks I also am wearing a headset and I have to 

answer the store phone and transfer calls throughout the restaurant.
 Would then enter their order into our computer system and make sure it

came out presentable and accurate.

Education

High School Diploma
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SKILLS

Typing, American Sign 
Language, Care Provider,
House Keeping.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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